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In Search of Healing Justice: 
A Healing Circle Case Study

David L. Gustafson, co-Director, Fraser Region Community Justice Initiatives

Association (FRCJIA)

T hese words, as close to verbatim

as I can recall them, were spoken

by one of the Aboriginal Elders

present at the close of a “Healing Circle”

CJI Co-Director Sandi Bergen and I

conducted in 2006 between the family

survivors of a homicide, and Colleen

(not her real name), the woman serving a

life sentence for the murder of her 

common-law partner. Lorraine, the

woman identified as the representative

of the family survivors, was sister to the

man who had been killed. Because of

earlier conflicts in their family, Lorraine

and her brother had been estranged for

many years. Lorraine had only recently

re-connected with him; only recently

begun to get to know him and to highly

value their relationship when he was

murdered. Lorraine’s therapist, a highly

credentialed professional woman and

gentle Métis healer had supported

Lorraine in contacting us to explore the

possibility of having us convene a hea-

ling circle. 

The ‘usual suspects’ had been invol-

ved at the time of the crime: personal histo-

ries of trauma, drugs, alcohol and other

intoxicants; tinder ignited by the spark of

conflict which created a conflagration that

ultimately engulfed many. The incident

would have ended very differently except

for the volatility of the mix. 

I’ve taken part in many talking circles, been a part of many healing circles
in my life. I’ve never seen anything as powerful as this. There are so many
wounded people in our communities, maybe this process could help heal
some of those wounds, restore bruised and badly broken relationships in
our communities. Our grandsons are now in prison, too, also for murder,
and the victims of their crime are still in terrible pain…. Maybe this type
of ‘healing circle’ is one of the ways Creator has in mind to help heal our
families. 

—First Nations Elder “H”

From the beginning, Colleen had felt a need to reach out to Lorraine and her family, but

every avenue had been closed to her. Concern that any contact might re-victimize Lorraine

and her family had trumped all other concerns. After a number of years in prison, hard work

in programs and on her own personal trauma, fighting a cancer that had potential to end

her life before long; living with intolerable pain at having been in prison when her father and

two children died in a house fire, Colleen might have been forgiven for having become more

concerned about herself than her victims but that was not the case. She continued to hope

and pray for an opportunity to try to provide at least some solace for Lorraine and her fami-

ly members, to apologize for the pain she had caused, to attempt to establish at least some

degree of peace between them by making herself vulnerable and accountable to Lorraine

and the others she had so deeply harmed. 

Unknown to Colleen, Lorraine had also longed for a meeting. No one else had answers

to the questions that continued to plague her and impede her progress in almost all the

aspects of her life. The referral came to Sandi and I, and we began to assess whether an

adaptation of our Victim Offender Mediation Program (VOMP) might prove helpful to these

women. In a number of meetings and over a number of months Sandi and I worked with

Colleen, with her Institutional Elder, with Lorraine and her therapist, to tailor a process infor-

med by First Nations’ teachings. Colleen was to prepare a letter of apology to be taken to

the victim by Sandi and me, along with the ceremonial tobacco over which she had prayed,

literally sleeping with it under her pillow as a constant reminder to pray for her victim and for

the acceptance of her initiative. Sandi and I consulted with the elders involved, to ensure

that the protocols we understood were appropriate for the members of these specific com-

munities: how to offer the tobacco, how to discern whether Lorraine’s response was to

accept it or not, and how to convey Lorraine’s message to Colleen in return. 

We arranged to meet Lorraine, with her therapist, in a BC interior community. The

tobacco was offered, and accepted. The ceremony needed no explanation. Sandi and I,

after all, were the only newcomers to this ancient rite. Each of the others had known how

to convey these messages from childhood, as part of their ancient lore, taught in each gene-

ration for hundreds of generations. (Thankfully, everyone present understood our intents and

was gracious to us). 
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Lorraine accepted the tobacco and began to read Colleen’s letter. The dam burst: pent-

up emotion, hurt and pain poured forth to the point of utter exhaustion. We sat with her.

Caring, but mute, seemed best. Then, almost spent, Lorraine made clear that part of her

emotion was gratitude and relief. She had long prayed that this day would come: that she

would have opportunity to meet face-to-face with Colleen, to invite relatives to sit in circle

with her and to dialogue with her, to test her attitudes about her crime and the harms she

had caused, to get information from Colleen about her brother—what he was like—things

she’d not had opportunity to discover once his life was cut short. 

Lorraine told us that compassion for Colleen had earlier motivated her to go to the

funeral of Colleen’s children when their young lives ended in a house fire. Beyond just atten-

ding, Lorraine worked up the courage to approach Colleen (who had been granted a com-

passionate temporary release under escort from prison, to attend the funeral). Without a

word about her own loss, Lorraine, a young mother herself, had embraced Colleen as her

sister; as another woman also devastated by losses for which there are no words. It later

proved to be that Colleen had recognized Lorraine in that moment, having seen her in court

at her trial, and had been deeply touched by her grace. 

Almost a year from the time we first met Colleen and her Elder, the day for their facili-

tated dialogue/healing circle had arrived: the women were arriving at the appointed meeting

place in the community. Three correctional staff and the Institutional Elder accompanied

Colleen. Lorraine’s husband, and two relatives and elders from her home community

accompanied her. Following traditional prayers in separate places outdoors, we brought the

women into the room and seated them with us and Colleen’s Elder in the inner of two

concentric circles. The others simply observed the interaction for most of the morning. The

dialogue was powerful, the emotions deep, the interchanges many and punctuated by nee-

ded silences, befitting sacred space. They spoke of many things, words spare, well-chosen,

healing. They spoke of the graced moment during their brief meeting at the funeral for

Colleen’s babies, and we all wept, (including the CSC escort staff the women had invited to

participate). Colleen took full responsibility for what she had done and the hurt she had cau-

sed all those in the circle and beyond. She asked for nothing but received a gift beyond

price. Lorraine rose to her feet, took Colleen’s hands, and she rose, too. As she wrapped

one ceremonial blanket around them both, Lorraine said, “I forgive you…we are sisters: we

are members of one family….” There was nothing left to do but pray, to take a break, then

enjoy the feast prepared for us. 

In virtually every culture, to break bread together has vast meaning. It did here, ending

a decade of division, prefiguring healing yet to come. When we reconvened for the after-

noon, we opened the circle to the others present. As the talking piece went ‘round each

participant (there were no longer any mere observers) spoke to what they had seen. More

profound things were shared: Lorraine’s ‘auntie and uncle’ spoke, auntie first, addressing

Colleen, saying they had not judged her from the first—“To judge you would be to judge our-

selves”, they said, and from the depths of another grief, added: “Our grandsons are now in

prison, too, also for murder, and the victims of their crime are still in terrible pain…. Maybe

this type of ‘healing circle’ is one of the ways Creator has in mind to help us heal our fami-

lies.” 

Just then, Lorraine’s niece arrived, at Lorraine’s invitation. She introduced herself, slip-

ped into the circle, and made plain the reason for her coming. “Auntie Lorraine phoned me,

she said, and asked me to come to sing to Colleen a traditional ‘honouring song.’” Then

she sang, her young voice rich with a timbre that belied her years, wrapping us all up in yet

another ancient mystery. How could it be that the sister of a murder victim could transcend

The Victim Offender Mediation

Program (VOMP) alluded to here

was developed by Fraser

Region Community Justice

Initiatives Association (FRJCIA)

following research into the atti-

tudes of crime victims and their

offenders concerning whether

such services would be suppor-

ted by them. Input from partici-

pants (predominantly victims)

has shaped the service from the

outset. 

The program has been run

continuously since 1990 in the

Pacific Region (BC and Yukon

Territory) and is being replicated

under the name Restorative

Opportunities in each of the

other regions of Canada. Past

evaluations of VOMP report par-

ticipant research respondents

as having been “unanimous” in

their support of the program—

“one of the highest levels of

support” the researchers had

seen in their experience of over

30 years in researching justice

programs (Roberts, 1995). 
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her pain to the degree that she could have the grace required to summon the best singer

she knew to come to the ceremony, to contribute to the healing, as she sang to Colleen,

the one responsible for at least this cycle of the intergenerational pain, a song honouring her

courage, her truthfulness, her potential and her worth.

As we closed, “H” as the eldest among us and clearly one to whom others looked for

wisdom said:

I’ve taken part in many talking circles, been a part of many healing circles in my life. I’ve

never seen anything as powerful as this. There are so many wounded people in our

communities, maybe this process could help heal some of those wounds, restore brui-

sed and badly broken relationships in our communities. 

As I prepared this article, I contacted Colleen, Lorraine and Jan (Lorraine’s therapist),

for their permission to use their story and for any reflections they might like to add. Jan had

this to offer: 

“What stands out in my mind is, first, the profound welcoming and inclusion of love; the

acceptance that ‘this has happened and we’ve got to work with it.’” 

“The sense of family that grew through the day. There were traditional ways that might

have been seen to be foreign but you were flexible enough to allow the cultural ways

of proceeding to emerge. In fact, they were invited and they added enormously to how

things went.” 

“For Lorraine it [the outcome] was a lifting of hurt and heaviness and anguish about

questions that were never answered—not through the trial process, and not since—

until the women met.”

A few days later, Lorraine sent us a page of reflection, giving us permission to quote

from it. These are her thoughts, eleven months after their meeting:

Forgiving the woman who murdered my brother and having the gift of speaking to her

in person was a form of healing. The sacred day (June 26, 2006) was meant to hap-

pen exactly the way it did take place with honesty, truth and respect from each of us.

I knew the location of where my brother was murdered, and had heard a lot of stories.

I had a lot of “what ifs and if onlys” and wished I could turn time back; then I got to the

point in my life that what was important for me was to hear Colleen’s side of the story.

I wanted to know if she remembered and what she remembered of the incident. I nee-

ded closure to the murder and the affect it had in my life. I wanted Colleen to know

what this murder had done to me and how much I hurt for my brother to have been

stabbed 35 times. This all happened on that special day and I give thanks again to all

of the people who shared with me…. Then I handed this entire experience over to the

creator. This day provided me with serenity and more strength to live a healthy life. This

day allowed me to let go of my brother Aaron and to send him home to heaven to be

with our mom. The day (June 26, 2006) was to honour my brother Aaron, and to let

him go, [something] difficult to put in words “I want you to go now, Aaron, and to carry

on your journey….” I believed I had to give my brother permission to carry on his jour-

ney to the spirit world and this day provided me with that opportunity. 

The circle not only benefited Colleen and myself but was beneficial and healing for all

involved. I will continue to pray and someday offer the tobacco I received from Colleen

as an offering to strengthen our healing

journeys. I dream of another circle to

give thanks to all those who cared to

come and support me.

I printed and mailed a draft of this

report to Colleen, for her approval. She cal-

led from the First Nations’ treatment centre

where she is currently working on further

growth, to say: 

You not only have my permission to

print this, I’d like you to add that I com-

pletely agree with the Elder (‘H’): so

much could be done for so many of

our people using this approach. If pos-

sible, as soon as possible, let’s conve-

ne further circles to share what

Lorraine and I experienced. Perhaps

the Elders’ grandsons and their victims

would meet with us, in time, to hear of

our experience. Perhaps we can open

a door to others, so they can walk

through it toward part of their own

healing journey. 

Over the years, staff of our agency

have sought to increase our involvements in

First Nations Communities, with Aboriginal

and Métis prisoners and with their elders

and chiefs. Like many, we are concerned

about the disproportionate representation

of people of First Nations ancestry in

Canadian prisons. We see some of what

we are invited to contribute as having at

least some potential to address a number

of the presenting problems faced by

Aboriginal people. Credibility as white servi-

ce providers in these communities can be

hard-won. But trust has grown. We are

deeply grateful for the increased trust and

collaboration we have experienced with

First Nations’ participants, elders, and

community members, evidenced in pro-

cesses this past year of which this story is

just one. We’re hoping that “H” is not just

among the wisest of elders, but a prophet

indeed: 

“Maybe this type of ‘healing circle’

is one of the ways Creator has in mind to

help us heal our families” 
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Epilogue

The above case culminated in a Parole Hearing conducted on ‘Colleen’s’ reserve, pre-

faced by a morning of very moving traditional ceremony, a washing and claiming ceremony,

which many were invited to witness. Invitations were extended to us, (the facilitators), to

Lorraine and others of the victim family members and Elders who had participated in the

Healing Circle we had conducted a few months earlier. Parole Board Members and

NPB/CSC staff were also invited. During the ceremony Colleen was ‘claimed by the Nation

as one of their own’, and as part of the Parole Hearing, Lorraine went beyond the usual vic-

tim impact statement, submitting and reading, as well, her own testimony concerning the

power of the Healing Circle Process she had participated in, describing changes she had
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witnessed taking place in Colleen over the

duration of their involvements together, and

making clear that she was not there, as she

might have been without such process (as

a victim resisting a release decision), but

was, in fact, supportive of Colleen’s release

on parole.

The additional ‘healing circles’ desired

by the participants in this story are in pro-

cess. There will be more to come…. 




